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Abstract 
Cluster Analysis is a technique for finding hidden clusters in data. The 
classification of time series database is one of the examples of cluster analysis. 
In this thesis, a new clustering method is proposed. This method used the 
Pearson correlation coefficient as the dissimilarity measure. This method 
will divide the data into several groups, centers and thus clusters are found 
throughout the procedure. Finally, this method will check if the merging of 
neighboring clusters is needed by checking the dissimilarity between cluster 
centers. Simulated dataset is used to illustrate this method and simulation 
study is carried out to study the performance of this method. A real gene 
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1.1 Cluster Analysis in Time Series 
Nowadays, time series applications are important in different aspects such 
as financial management, gene expressions and environmental measurement 
sequences. Data mining in time series becomes very important to achieve 
valuable information from datasets. Keogh E. and Kasetty S. (2003) has 
given a summary about time series data mining. It defined four kind of tasks 
that occupy the attention of most time series data mining research, which 
are indexing, clustering, classification and segmentation. We are going to 
focus on clustering. Clustering time series is a primitive process for further 
research, to separate time series data into groups by different properties for 
certain purposes. Unlike clustering discrete data points, research interest 
raised not only in the distance between two time series, but also their simi-
larity in shape pattern. Indeed, depends on users' situations and needs, both 
approaches are chosen subjectively. 
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Clustering time series mainly, has been mentioned in Fu T.C. (2010) and 
Keogh E. and Lin J. (2005), divided into two types: whole clustering and 
subsequence clustering. Whole clustering of time series shares the similar idea 
with the traditional clustering of discrete data. We aim at forming clusters 
by grouping up the similar time series data. Subsequence clustering of time 
series is to find out time series motifs, which are subsequences of a long time 
series with similar pattern. The time series subsequences are extracted with 
several techniques before performing clustering on them. Mueen A. et al. 
(2009) has worked on this kind of clustering. In this thesis, our target is to 
handle time series dataset with large number of data instead of dataset with 
long series. As a result, we will focus on proposing new algorithm on whole 
clustering of time series focusing on the shape pattern. 
1.2 Dissimilarity Measure 
In cluster analysis, we need an index to determine whether the particular 
objects are similar. The dissimilarity measure is regarded as the index. Sim-
ilar to ordinary cluster analysis, we can construct n x p data matrix where 
x^ t is the measurement of the zth series at time point t 二 …,P. A n x n 
dissimilarity matrix D can be obtained, where the element (kj denotes the 
dissimilarity between time series i and time series j. 
In this part, we will introduce different kind of dissimilarity measures 
which are usually implemented in cluster analysis in time series. 
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1.2.1 Euclidean Distance 
Euclidean distance is a commonly used dissimilarity measure between time 
series. The Euclidean distance between Xi and xj is computed as 
p 
dtj 二 〜 - XjtY 
\ t=i 
We usually need to standardize the data before finding the Euclidean distance 
because a shifted pattern may cause Euclidean distance performs badly. In 
time series data, the shape pattern is as important as the distance between 
two series. Hence, one drawback of Euclidean distance is that it is sensitive 
to extreme value at one particular point in the series. Another drawback of 
Euclidean Distance is that it has the lower bound only, we cannot propose a 
fixed threshold value as the reference cut off point to perform cluster analysis. 
Euclidean distance may regard two series with similar pattern but a large 
difference in magnitude at a particular time point as dissimilar. In fact, 
these two series could be regarded as similar depends on different purposes. 
1.2.2 Pearson's Correlation Coefficient 
Pearson's correlation coefficient is another commonly used dissimilarity mea-
sure between time series. The Pearson's correlation coefficient is defined as 
厂 二 S L l {^it - Xi){Xjt - Xj) 
\/Et=i(^it — XiYy/ZLiixit -无j)2 
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and the corresponding dissimilarity measure is 
d\j = 1 一 Tij 
Sometimes, we are interested in the abnormal pattern in the time series. 
Pearson's correlation coefficient can spot out some outlying patterns, i.e. 
A sharp change in a particular time point. Another advantage of Pearson's 
correlation coefficient is that it is bounded by - 1 and 1, we can set a threshold 
value which meets our own criteria or interest, which is the similarity in shape 
of the pattern we want, when doing cluster analysis. 
Figure 1.1 shows two graphs comparing the results of using Euclidean 
distance and Pearson's correlation coefficient. In the figures, both graphs 
have two very similar series in terms of their shape. Both of the values of 
Pearson's correlation coefficient measure are very small. On the contrary, 
the values of Euclidean distance have a large difference between two graphs. 
It is hard to define a threshold value to determine whether these two groups 
of series are similar of not. 
1.2.3 Other Measure 
Apart from the dissimilarity measures introduced in this section, Dong X. 
et al (2009) and Zeng F. et al. (2005) have also proposed different kind of 
dissimilarity measure for clustering time series. Both of the dissimilarity 
measures are shape-based. Dong X. et al (2009) proposed the dissimilarity 
measure related to the amplitude difference between two series while Zeng F. 
et al (2005) proposed Sh measure which is aiming to avoid the effects of base-
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line and scale. As the measure introduced by Dong X. et al (2009) involves 
aligned segments instead of fixed time points in calculating the disimilarity, 
the formula of the measure is not shown in this thesis. 
The Sh measure is defined as 
.Sh _ 1 ynVji 
where yi are standardized form of Xi. i.e. yi = Xi - E{xi). As a result, 
this shape-based measure is actually the same as the Pearson's Correlation 
Coefficient. 
More detailed information of these two dissimilarity measure please refer 
to Dong X. et al. (2009) and Zeng F. et al. (2005). 
1.3 Summary 
In this thesis, we use the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient as our dissimilarity 
measure. The motivation behind our choice is to find out the trend of the 
time series, Pearson's correlation coefficient can generally account for the 
increasing/decreasing/cyclic pattern and can handle the scale difference at 
the same time. 
This thesis is organized as follow: Chapter 2 gives the details of our 
proposed algorithms for clustering time series. In chapter 3, a simulation 
study is carried out to study the performance of the proposed method on some 
special types of patterns. We will compare the results of our algorithms with 
k-means clustering. In chapter 4, the proposed algorithm is implemented to 
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a gene expression dataset discussed in Gan G. et al (2007) to compare the 
result with fuzzy subspace clustering (FSC) algorithm. Finally, conclusion 
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Algorithm and Methodology 
In this chapter, we will propose a shape-based clustering method using Pear-
son's correlation coefficient as the dissimilarity measure. We call the cluster-
ing method as shape-based because the higher correlation between two time 
series, the more similar shape they have. We use the Pearson's correlation 
coefficient as the dissimilarity measure instead of Euclidean distance since 
Euclidean distance is easy to be affected by outliers as mentioned in Chapter 
1. Thus the time series with similar shape and some outliers may be wrongly 
regarded in different clusters. The new algorithm is presented in Section 2.1 
and examples are used to illustrate the procedure in Section 2.2. 
2.1 Algorithm and Methodology 
Let {xi；, == 1, N} be N time series of length p. That is, xi 二 (rcii, •.., Xip), 
where Xu is the measurement of the zth series at time point 亡二 1, " .�p. Fur-
thermore, let xuS^ be the sample mean and sample variance of Xii,...,Xip 
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respectively and yu 二 a^ it - Xi be the mean-shifted time series of Xi. Note 
that the sample mean and sample variance of yi == (yn,. • •, Vip) is zero and 
Sf respectively. Now, we proposed a new algorithm for finding clusters in 
these N series. The algorithm can be described in the following stages. 
Stage 1: Preparation 
Before clustering, the time series are divided into several groups, the 
purpose is to reduce the computational time. The time series are sorted 
according to their sample variances. The time series with similar sample 
variance will be grouped together. Since the time series have been mean-
shifted, series with similar pattern or shape should have similar variance as 
well. Indeed, it is not a must to do the mean-shift step because the variance 
of series is unchanged no matter it is shifted or not. The mean-shifted pattern 
is more concentrated in the graph when we produce results which is more 
user-friendly for the reader. 
1. Sort yi in ascending order according to Sf, denoted by y(i), •. • ,y(7v). 
That is, the variance of y � is the smallest and the variance of y^ N) is 
the largest. 
2. Divide y�，...，2/(ao into m groups, each groups with approximately 
n = N/m time series. For simplicity, we assume n is an integer or oth-
erwise the last group may have size smaller or larger than n. However, 
this does not affect the results of the proposed algorithm. 
Let Gk,k = 1, • • •, m be the groups obtained from the above. Within 
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each Gk, construct a n x n distance matrix D, where 
/ ^ \ 
0 di2 . . • (kn 
d2l 0 • • . (hn 
Dk 二 . . . . 
. . • • • • ‘ ‘ 
乂 dnl dn2 • . . 0 J 
and dij = 1 — r^, Uj is the correlation between yi and yj. Note that Dk is 
symmetric and “二 1 一 m 二 0. We use 1 - Uj as a dissimilarity measure 
between yi and yj. 
Stage 2: Finding the Central Series in a Group 
In this stage, a particular time series in each group will be selected as 
a central series in the group. Time series having dissimilarity less than a 
particular threshold value, say do, is compared with the central time series 
to form a cluster. In addition, a cluster must have a reasonable large number 
of time series. 
1. For each row in Dk, compute the row total 4 二 for i 二 
1’. . •，n. This row total (k. represents the total dissimilarity of other 
series to the ith series. Let 4 二 爪耐山.，…，‘}. That is, the series 
ycfc can be considered as the central time series. 
2. Select all the series in Gk having the distance to yc. less than some 
threshold value do. (say do = 0.2) do should be carefully chosen such 
that the procedure is able to find clusters with suitable size. Naturally 
this form a cluster Ck with central series yc^ - That is, 二 {yi : 4c < 
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do}. We may also impose an additional constraint on Ck such that Ck 
must have at least uq (say no 二 100) series, or otherwise no clusters 
will be formed in Gk. We further define 
Rk 二 {Pi : die > do} 
as the set of series without clusters. 
Stage 3: Handling Time Series Without Clusters 
After clusters are found in each group, some time series stay in the groups 
without any clusters. For convenience, the time series without clusters are 
grouped to form a large group to find potential clusters in the following 
stages. 
We compare the distance of each time series in this large group with the 
central series in each cluster. If its distance to the central series is less than 
the threshold value, it joins the particular cluster which has the minimum 
distance. Otherwise, it stays at the large group. 
1. Form a large group R by grouping Rk, k = 1，•. •，m 
m 
k=l 
Suppose the number of series in Rk is Uk.k = 1,. •., m. Define YJk=i 几k = 
t and Zi E： R,i = i,... ,t. 
2. Compare the distance dc^ zi , i.e. the distance of Zi to the central series 
yck, with do. Similarly, if min{dckZi,k = l , . . . , m } < do.Ck = {Vik : 
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die < do, Zi : 二 1, . . . , m } < do}. 
Stage 4: Combining Clusters 
Different clusters found in different groups may have similar patterns. 
The following stages will combine the clusters which have similar central 
series. The criteria is more stringent compared with the previous threshold 
value do to ensure all the time series in the combined clusters are still similar 
to the central series. 
Supposep clusters are formed, construct pxp distance matrix D�between 
the central series and for h, k = Ir " h ^ k. Cluster h and k will 
be merged to form a new cluster if the distance between y^ ^ and yc^  is smaller 
than some threshold value d � � ( s a y d^ o = 0.1). 
In some situations, the distance between two particular clusters may be 
larger than dc, so that they cannot be merged. However, another cluster 
having a similar central series with these two clusters, can be merged inde-
pendently. In this case, all of these clusters are merged to form a cluster. 
For example, if D^,, = 0.09, D,,, = 0.15,De.3 二 0-08 and 4 � 二 0.1. Clearly, 
cluster 2 can merge with cluster 1 and cluster 3 separately, but cluster 1 and 
cluster 3 is not able to merge together according to the rule. In this case, all 
three clusters will be merged. � 
{ \ 
0 0.09 0.15 
Dk = 0.09 0 0.08 
0.15 0.08 0 ^ \ / 
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stage 5: Updating Central Series 
In this stage, we update the central series of each cluster continuously and 
time series should be added to or dropped from the cluster until no further 
changes is needed. 
1. Update the central series ycfc by constructing the distance matrix Dk 
in Ck as described in Stage 2. 
2. Compare the distance dc^ zi between yc^  and Zi with 而.Recall Ck = 
{yik : die < do.Zi : = l’...，m} < do}. Some series are 
added to the cluster. 
3. Compute the distance = l , . . . ,nfc between y^ ^ and yi with do. 
Recall R 二 {yi \ dk^ > do, Zi : min{dc^zi, /c = 1, • • •, m} > do}. Some 
series are dropped from the cluster. 
4. Repeat Stage 5 until the central time series remains unchanged and no 
time series are added to or dropped from the clusters any more. 
Stage 6: Searching for Hidden Clusters 
There may be hidden clusters exist in R, we repeat Stage 2 for Zi to form 
cluster until the process cannot find cluster with size larger than no. 
Stage 7: Adaptive Process 
The procedure obviously depends on the threshold value do, if do is too 
small, similar patterns may not be detected. The proposed algorithm is 
repeated iteratively by relaxing do at each iteration. 
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Suppose q clusters are found after the proposed algorithms. We merge 
the similar clusters by doing the similar procedure as Stage 4. 
1. Start the algorithm with do == say Smin 二 0.2. 
2. Set do = do-h S, say S 二 0.05, 
3. Suppose p clusters are formed. Compare the distance dc,zi between yc^  
and Zi with do. If min{dc 仰 k 二 l,...，p} < do.Ck = {Pik : die < 
do, Zi : 二 1, . . .，p} < do}. 
4. Repeat Stage 1 to Stage 6 with threshold value do and series in R. Stop 
the process until do > 5max, say 5max 二 0-4 
5. Repeat the procedure described in Stage 4 to see whether any clusters 
can be merged. 
2.2 Illustrative Examples 
In this section, we will illustrate the proposed algorithm by generating a few 
sets of time sequences. This dataset consists of 3 groups of patterns. The 
parameters are shown in Table 2.1 and the corresponding time series plot 
is shown in Figure 2.1, where the red points, blue points and green points 
represent the observations in Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 respectively. 
In the first stage, we set the initial number of groups m = 3. The time 
series data are divided into three groups according to their variance and it 
is illustrated in 2.2. In each group, there are 100 samples of time series. 
The time series from Group 1 and Group 2 are mixed as they have similar 
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variance. The series in Group 1 have the smallest variance in the dataset 
with 300 series. The series in Group 3 is all from the cyclic pattern as the 
variance of that group is larger than that of the increasing pattern and the 
decreasing pattern. 
After dividing the data into three groups, we go to Stage 2. A central 
series is found in each group and the central series is used to compare the 
distance with the other series in the same group. In this example, the thresh-
old value do is set as 0.2. The result is shown in Figure 2.3. As mentioned 
before, some of the increasing series are mixed with decreasing series, the 
clusters obtained may not include all the series in the corresponding groups. 
After Stage 2，the number of series in cluster 1, cluster 2 and cluster 3 are 
51，51, 100 respectively. There are 98 series which do not belong to a cluster. 
In order to continue the algorithm, we group the series without clusters 
after Stage 2 and they are shown in Figure 2.4. We compare the distance 
between the central series in each cluster and the remaining series. If the 
distance is lower than the threshold value, the remaining series is put into 
the particular cluster. The result after Stage 3 is shown in Figure 2.5. As 
all the time series are one of the member of clusters and the central series do 
not change in each cluster, there is no need to perform the further stage in 
this example. 
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Group k I n i t i a l R a n d o m 
Mean m Noises 
k = l m = 40 rs 一 gt 
k = 2 m = 30 rs + gt 
k == 3 m = 35 rs + asin{2nt/T) 
Table 2.1: The sample sizes of each pattern is 100, the parameters in random 
noises: r �7V(0’ l ) , s = 0.5, g = 0.5，a = 5,T = 20andt is the time. 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Figure 2.1: The time series plot of the example data 
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Group 1 
"？-I— , I — I ‘―^ 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Groii|} 2 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Group 3 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
H 1 1 I ‘ 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Figure 2.2: Groups created according to the time series variance 
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Cluster 1 
. .， -^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I J 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Cluster 2 
-I r "“ ^ 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Cluster 3 
"？-I r- ^ ^ 
5 10 15 20 
Time 
Figure 2.3: Clusters found after Stage 2，the number of series in clusters are 
51, 51, 100 respectively 
Remaining time series 
、； 
, 5 10 15 20 
Time 
Figure 2.4: The time series without clusters after Stage 2 
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Cluster 1 
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Time 
Cluster 2 
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Cluster 3 
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Figure 2.5: Clusters found after Stage 3, the number of series in clusters are 




In this section, we use the Control Charts Patterns (CCP) to examine the 
performance of our proposed algorithm. These patterns are also studied in 
Alcock R.J. and Manolopoulos Y. (1999) and Chis M. et al. (2009). CCP 
includes normal pattern, cyclic pattern, increasing shift, decreasing shift, 
upward shift and downward shift. The classification rate is used to measure 
the performance of the proposed algorithm. In this chapter, the details of the 
simulation are given in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 will describe the performance 
measure and Section 3.3 will give the results of simulation. Section 3.4 will 
give the results of k-means Clustering based on same set of data. 
3.1 Simulation Plan 
Time series yu, i 二 1，. •.，600 and 力二 1, •.., 60 are generated with 100 series 
from each of the following pattern. The model of each pattern is defined as 
follow: 
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1. Normal Pattern: 2/f = 爪 + m 二 30, s 二 2 and r � C / [ - 3 , 3 
2. Cyclic Pattern: yt = m -{- rs + asin{2TTt/T) 
where a, r �[/[10，15: 
3. Increasing Shift: yt = m rs + gt 
where g �[/[0.2，0.5 
4. Decreasing Shift: yt 二 m~\~rs — gt 
where g �[/[0.2，0.5: 
5. Upward Shift: yt = m + rs + koc 
where x G [7.5,20],/c 二 0 before ti and k = 1 afterwards, ti € 
n/3,2n/3 
6. Downward Shift: yt = m + rs — kx 
where x 6 [7.5,20], k 二 0 before ti and k = 1 afterwards, ti G 
n/3,2n/3' 
In the above equations, m and s represents the mean and the standard de-
viation of the series respectively. We take r as the random noises for the 
patterns having a uniform distribution. Far the increasing (decreasing) shift, 
the gradient is increased (decreased) with time t defined by a random param-
eter g. Similarly, the upward (downward) shift involves a random time point 
ti to determine the time of shift and the magnitude of the shift is defined by 
X. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 show a typical time series of each pattern. 
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Group 1: Normal Pattern 
S-H- 1 1 r- 1 ‘ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Time 
Group 2: Cyclic Pattern 
, i r 1 ‘ ^ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 叨 
Time 
Giou|> 3: Increasing Shift 
0 1 0 20 30 40 50 印 
Time 
Figure 3.1: One example of each of the six patterns 
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Group 4: Decreasing Shift 
L| 1 r 1 1 r 1~ 
0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 
Time 
Group 5: Upward Sliift 
-Sjvvw^^l 
CN -L, 1 1 1 1 1 1~ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Time 
Group 6: Downward Shift 
l / V V x A / ^ 
1 1 1 1 1 1~ 
0 1 0 20 30 40 5Q 60 
Time 
Figure 3.2: One example of each of the six patterns 
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3.2 Measure of Performance 
The purpose of our proposed algorithms is to distinguish different kind of 
patterns and recover the time series in each pattern. The evaluation of per-
formance can be accomplished by counting the number of time series that 
correctly matched with their true patterns. Of course, patterns information is 
usually unknown in real data set, we are not able to check whether the found 
patterns is correct or not. However, in this section, the evaluation becomes 
possible since we know the true pattern of each simulated time series. 
We make use of the classification rate cr to compare the clusters found in 
proposed algorithms with the true groups of the time series. The classification 
table is constructed as illustrated in Table 3.1. n^ represents the number of 
observations belonging to Group j in Cluster i. 
Let Ki be the number of clusters found after our proposed algorithms is 
performed and we have the original datasets generated from K2 groups. Our 
proposed algorithms, as for other clustering methods as well, may find Ki 
clusters which is not necessary to be equal to K2. 
Clusters 
Groups 1 / Ki 
1 rill 几 IK 
• • • _ 
. - • “ 
: : • • : 
几 iCl 几 KK 
Table 3.1: Classification Table 
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We have the following procedure to obtain cr: 
1. Set i == 1. 
2. Record the largest value ai and remove the corresponding row and 
column. 
3. Set z = i + 1. 
4. Repeat steps 2,3 K times, where K 二 minjA：!, K2}. 
5. Calculate 
Ef=i eg 
C 厂 二 n 
where n is the total sample size. 
The maximum value of cr is 1, which means that all observations are 
found in their true groups. Throughout our algorithms, we do not necessar-
ily need to know the exact group that a cluster belongs to. Still, in step 2, 
we can eliminate one group and one cluster. For example, if we have the 
largest element at Group 2 and Cluster 3, we delete the second row and 
the third column. Here we provides an illustrative example to have a better 




Groups 1 2 3 4 
1 100 0 300 50 
2 400 0 1100 350 
3 0 600 0 100 
Here we have ai == 1100 in Cluster 3 and Group 2 are removed from the 
table. The revised classification table is: 
Clusters 
Groups 1 2 4 
1 100 0 50 
3 0 600 100 
a2 = 600 and the revised classification table is: 
Clusters 
Groups 1 4 
1 100 50 
and as 二 100. As a result, the classification rate is 
1100 + 600 + 100 _ 
广ip — — — U .D 
cr �3000 
We can conclude that 60% of the time series are found in the true clusters 
pattern. 
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3.3 Simulation Results 
Our proposed algorithm in Chapter 2 is affected by many factors, for example, 
the number of initial groups m, the minimum cluster size no and the threshold 
value Smin, Smax and dco- In our simulation, we choose m from 1 to 10 to study 
the effect of different number of initial groups m on the classification rate cr. 
no is set as 20 which is large enough compared with a total size 600. d�starts 
from Smin = 0.2 with S = 0.05，the procedure stops after do > Smax = 0.4. dco 
is used to merge the clusters by comparing the central series of the clusters. 
It is unreasonable to set a value of dcQ larger than do as the similarity of 
central series does not imply the similarity of series in the two clusters, dco 
is set at 0.2 so as to keep a consistent shape of a cluster. 
Table 3.2 shows the results of the proposed algorithm. There does not 
exist an obvious pattern of total number of clusters and the corresponding 
classification rate when we input different initial number of groups. In other 
words, the proposed algorithm is rather robust to the choice of m. Note that 
some series may not have a cluster using the proposed algorithm, those series 
without clusters will be regarded as a member in a new cluster. Figure 3.3 
and 3.4 shows the clusters found with initial m = 8. 
The detailed result for m = 8 is shown in Table 3.3. 600 time series 
are divided into eight groups at first. After doing the proposed algorithm, 
seven clusters are found and 128 series are left without any clusters. We can 
rearrange the rows and columns in Table 3.3 to form Table 3.4. In Table 
3.4, all the diagonal elements are the numbers that we need to record for our 
classification rate. 
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• The first cluster mixed the increasing shift and upward shift together 
It contains 98 series from increasing shift and 54 series from upward 
shift. 
• The second cluster mix the decreasing shift and downward shift to-
gether. It contains 1 series from decreasing shift and 33 series from 
downward shift. 
• The third cluster mix the decreasing shift and downward shift together. 
It contains 99 series from decreasing shift and 62 series from downward 
shift. The second and third cluster cover almost all series from decreas-
ing shift and downward shift. 
• The fifth cluster spot out the series from upward shift which has 44 
series. This cluster did not mix up the increasing shift group and the 
upward shift group. 
• The fourth, sixth and seventh clusters contain 31, 24, 26 series respec-
tively. It is possible that the cyclic pattern are divided into several 
clusters because the cyclic series have different period, the series with 
similar period are found in the same cluster. 
• The series without cluster or we can say the eighth cluster, contains 
totally 128 series. All series from normal pattern are included in it. 
Also, there are 19 series from cyclic pattern, 2 series from increasing 
shift, 2 series from upward shift and 5 series from downward shift. 
There are two points worth mentioning from the simulation results. The 
first one is that it is rather hard to distinguish the i n c r e a s i n g (decreasing) shift 
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and upward(downward) shift. This is related to the drawback of Pearson's 
correlation coefficient. The jumping point in the upward (downward) shift 
dominates the correlation coefficient, which causes the result in cluster 1 and 
cluster 2. One way to make improvement is to find a shape based dissimilarity 
measure to distinguish the sharp change point. 
Another is that our proposed algorithms may found different clusters for 
the cyclic pattern. In fact, it can be good or bad depends on the users' 
preferences. In this example, although the proposed algorithm fails to dis-
tinguish the 100 cyclic patterns as one cluster, it can find out some patterns 
with different periods. 
- 5 . . . 
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Initial number Total number Classification 
of groups m of clusters n rate cr 
i 4 “ 21.7% — 
2 6 54.5% — 
3 6 — 54.7% 一 
4 4 一 54.7% 一 
5 4 - 54.7% — 
6 6 54.7% 
7 6 — 54.5% — 
8 8 — 67.5% — 
9 6 54.5% 
10 7 62.8% 
Table 3.2: Results of simulation with 6—打=0.2, Smax = OA, 6 = 0 . 0 5 , 4 �二 
0.2 
Clusters 
Groups 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l o T 100 
2 0 0 0 31 0 24 26 19 100 
3 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100 
4 0 1 99 0 0 0 0 0 100 
5 54 0 0 0 44 0 0 2 100 
6 0 33 62 0 0 0 0 5 100 
" " 1 ^ 1 152 34 161 31 44 24 26 128 | 600 
Table 3.3: Results of simulation with initial group m 二 8 
Clusters 
Groups 8 3 1 5 2 4 7 6 1 Total 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
4 0 99 0 0 1 0 0 0 100 
3 2 0 98 0 0 0 0 0 100 
5 2 0 54 44 0 0 0 0 100 
6 5 62 0 0 33 0 0 0 100 
2 19 0 0 0 0 31 26 24 100 
128 161 152 44 34 31 26 24 | 600 
Table 3.4: Results after rearranging the rows and columns 
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Figure 3.3: Cluster 1 mixed some series from increasing shift and upward 
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Figure 3.4: Cluster 3 mixed some series from decreasing shift and downward 
shift while cluster 4 contains some series from cyclic pattern. 
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3.4 Results of k-means Clustering 
In this section, we will show the results of simulation using k-means cluster-
ing with Pearson's Correlation Coefficient; as the dissimilarity measure. We 
make use of the function Kmeans in the package AMAP in R program with 
correlation as distance option to achieve the results of k-means clustering. 
The content of the package AMAP is in Antoine L. (2010). Before using the 
k-means clustering, we need to set the value of k. As we know the number 
of groups in our dataset, we can simply set /c = 6 in our simulation study 
for k-means clustering. We have performed k-means clustering for 20 times 
and have chosen the results with the highest classification rate. The classifi-
cation table is shown in Table 3.5. The rearranged table is shown in Table 
3.6. Similarly, we can simply sum up the diagonal elements in Table 3.6 to 
achieve the classification rate which is cr=26.8%. The corresponding graphs 
are shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6. 
The results from k-means clustering is not as good as our algorithms. As 
shown in the tables and graphs, k-means clustering divided the normal pat-
tern into different clusters. Also, different from the results of our algorithms, 
k-means clustering can not distinguish the patterns between the increasing 
‘ ‘ ) � 
trend and the decreasing trend. In fact, k-means clustering mixed up all the 
six groups in every clusters. 
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Clusters 
Groups 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 Total 
1 1 7 I S 1 5 1 4 22 14 100 
2 54 4 42 0 0 0 100 
3 42 11 45 0 2 0 100 
4 42 10 32 4 9 3 100 
5 42 10 24 7 10 7 100 
6 20 14 8 14 21 23 100 
. T o t a l 217 67 166 39 64 47 600 
Table 3.5: Results of simulation using k-means clustering 
Clusters 
Groups 1 3 6 5 2 4 1 Total 
2 M 4 2 0 0 4 F 100 
3 42 45 0 2 11 0 100 
6 20 8 23 21 14 14 100 
1 17 15 14 22 18 14 100 
4 42 32 3 9 10 4 100 
5 42 24 7 10 10 7 100 
- T o t a l 217 166 47 64 67 39 600 “ 
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Figure 3.5: Cluster 1, 2, and 3 from k-means clustering 
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Figure 3.6: Cluster 4，5, and 6 from k-means clustering 
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Chapter 4 
Application on Gene 
Expression 
In this chapter, we will introduce a dataset from gene expression, this chapter 
will be divided into three sections. Section 4.1 will briefly introduce the 
details of the gene expression dataset, Section 4.2 will discuss the parameter 
settings of our proposed algorithm and Section 4.3 will show the result of 
clustering using the proposed algorithm. 
4.1 Dataset 
The dataset originally contains 6,600 genes with 17 attributes in each gene. 
With an unknown reason, we have downloaded a dataset with 6,601 genes 
and none of them are repeated or wrongly represented. We use all of the 
6,601 genes to perform clustering using our proposed algorithm. The gene 
expression data set is gathered by Cho R. et al. (1998), it also contains 
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more detailed information for this data set. This dataset is also studied and 
discussed in Tavazoie S. et al. (1999), De Smet F. et al. (2002), Jiang D. 
(2004) and Gan G. et al. (2007). 
4.2 Parameter Settings 
At the beginning, we need to pick up the initial value of some parameters in 
our algorithm. The parameters include the number of initial groups m, the 
minimum cluster size no, the distance bounding 5min and 6max. the distance 
increment in each step of adaptive process (5 and the distance criteria to 
merge two clusters by comparing the distance of the central series of two 
clusters ‘ The detailed parameter settings is listed in Table 4.1. 
4.3 Results 
, I n this application, we pick m 二 10 which is the results of Fuzzy Subspace 
Clustering, demonstrated in Gan G, et al. (2007) to see whether our al-
gorithms give the similar results. The main idea behind Fuzzy Subspace 
Clustering is to impose weights on the distance measure of the k-mean algo-
rithm in order to capture appropriate subspace information. Note that the 
mathematical formulation of k-means clustering is to minimize the following 
objective function: 
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where Zj is the center of jth cluster. Similarly, the objective function of fuzzy 
subspace algorithm is formated as 
k -rij d 
力二 E 艺 E ^jhi^ijh 一 ^ihf 
j=l 1=1 h=l 
where a G (1, oo) is a weighting component or fuzzier. FSC starts with initial 
center Zih and repeats estimating the fuzzy dimension weight Ujh given the 
estimate of Zih and estimating the centers z^ given the estimate of Ujh until 
it converges. 
The total number of clusters is 14 and the corresponding clusters size are 
shown in Table 4.2. The clusters size vary from 125 to 1072, it is believed 
that there exists some clusters with size less than 100. In other words, we 
can find some more clusters in the 604 genes without clusters. However, as 
the size is too small, we do not regard it as a cluster and group those genes 
together as a large cluster. The detailed pattern can be seen in Figure 4.1, 
4.2, 4.3 , 4.4 , 4.5 , 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. We have also included the results from 
Gan G. et al. (2007) in Figure 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 to compare the 
results. For convenience, we simply name the clusters in Gan G. et al. (2007) 
as cluster Gl, G2,..., GIO. 
• Cluster 1 groups all the genes with a sharp increase at the tenth at-
tribute together. In Gan G. et al. (2007), most of the clusters contain 
a sharp increase at the tenth attribute. In fact, cluster 1 is similar to 
clusters G2, G4, G6, G7 and G8. The total number of genes in these 
clusters is 998. The number of genes of cluster 1 is 1072 which is similar 
to 998. 
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• Cluster 2 is similar to the clusters G1 and GIO. The main difference is 
that cluster 2 do not include the genes that contain an increase at the 
tenth and eleventh attributes. Also, the main characteristic of cluster 
2 is that most of the genes is dropped from point 1 to point 2. Gan G. 
et al (2007) does not clearly show this pattern. 
• Our algorithm includes most of the genes with a sharp drop at the 
tenth attribute in cluster 5 and cluster 6. cluster G1 and cluster G3 
groups those genes. The special gene with about -4000 at the tenth 
attribute is not included in these two clusters but cluster 10. It may 
be revealing that the sudden drop is only a special case in that gene, it 
does not have a general similar shape with the genes in cluster 5 and 
6. 
. F o r the cluster G9, the main pattern is the rise at point 3 and the 
contrast at point 10，11, 12. Our algorithms do not find a cluster like 
that because the genes are clearly negatively correlated at point 10， 
11, 12 which may cause the correlation for the genes become low. The 
cluster 14 may cover some pattern with a rise at point 3. 
• Different from Gan G. et al. <2007), the results from our algorithms do 
not show a pattern at the bottom line in every cluster. It is because 
our algorithms focus on the correlation of each genes regardless on the 
scale of them. Two genes are in the same cluster if they have high 
correlation no matter they are in very different mean level. 
. A s we have 14 clusters and a group of genes without clusters, the 
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number of genes in each cluster is smaller than that of the clusters 
in Gan G. et al. (2007). 
m riQ S m i n ^max ^ ^cp 
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Table 4.2: Size of each cluster 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Further 
Research 
Clustering time series becomes a hot statistical problem aiming at exploring 
the hidden groups in a time series dataset. There are two main types of time 
series clustering which are whole clustering and subsequence clustering. In 
this thesis, we have proposed a new algorithm focusing on whole clustering 
time series. The objective is to propose efficient algorithm for finding hidden 
clusters in time series data with similar shape. 
The subsequence clustering is not considered in our thesis. As Keogh E. 
and Lin J. (2005) claimed that, subsequence time series clustering is mean-
ingless. For example, most of the popular techniques of subsequence time 
series clustering produce a sine wave cluster center regardless of the dataset 
used or the setting of any parameters. In other words, the output of subse-
quence time series clustering does not depend on input, which is meaningless. 
We choose not to study this problem without any previous useful research 
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results. 
The performance of our proposed clustering algorithm can not be exam-
ined with real dataset as we do not know the real grouping of the dataset. 
However, we can test it with a synthetic dataset which the true grouping is 
known. Through investigating the classification rate cr, the correct rate of 
our algorithm to the simulation study can be determined. 
In our simulation study, we can see that Pearson's correlation coefficient 
can pick up most of the similar shape into the same cluster. However, it is 
sensitive to constantly increasing or decreasing trend and may mix up the 
data into one cluster. It is valuable to further investigate a dissimilarity 
measure which is more robust to the trend mentioned above. 
In the application part, we only focus on the numerical part of the gene 
expressions. The most important part, which is the biological interpretation, 
is left behind. It is valuable to consider the biological characteristics of the 
gene expressions to achieve a more compact experimental result. 
In this thesis, we use the minimum of row total d � 二 mm{di. , . . •, c^ n.} 
in the distance matrix D to determine the central series in each group. It is 
based on intuitive finding rather than theoretical consideration. We leave it 
for further research. 
Furthermore, the derivation of a strict mathematical framework for our 
proposed algorithm is also left for further research. 
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